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god of war iiithe game is a greek story which is said to be the next installment of god of war series. game was supposed to be released in 2010 along with god of war ii, but due to some release date delay, it was released in march 2010. god of war iiithe game follows a similar storyline of kratos, who is the protagonist of the god of war series. the game is developed by santa monica studios and published by sony computer entertainment. the game consists of both single player and online play modes. during the single player mode, the player can use kratos to fight and defeat gods
and other creatures in the game while solving puzzles along the way. a new world you explore are filled with a variety of terrifying foes. reach new heights in a dramatic storyline and earn new powers as you ascend to new levels of customization. run, jump, climb and strike with new moves and finishers for every situation. your new weapons, shield, and the ancient power of the gods, launch a visceral action experience like no other and bring the relentless force of ares to life as kratos. what is the best place to be when you are, you know, high in power? and you have an army of

giant monsters running at you with swords swinging and everything? if you said the top of a mountain, then you are correct. and the two such destinations are in the game god of war iii. as a high-level player, the player must lead the fight in the gods of war. if you are looking to extract information from the demons in your army, then you are doing the correct way to do it, after all, they are your friends. but if you want the power to surpass the other gods, then you need to traverse the far north. god of war iii have few things to offer to make the journey worth it.
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